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SA-born Trevyn McGowan and her husband Julian traded 
a high-profile life in London for the chance to raise their family 

in the peace and quiet of Wilderness

some kind of wonderful

Text Lianne Burton Production Sven Alberding Photographs Micky Hoyle

THIS PAGE Rush hour in Wilderness means 
daily races on the beach for Ruby and 

Zachary, rather than their previous routine 
of sitting in London traffic. OPPOSITE Trevyn 

and Julian McGowan’s decision to paint 
their beach house black was inspired by the 

thatched roof of the original bungalow. 
‘The dark colour of the wet thatch really 

blended into the setting, so we went with 
black for the walls,’ says Julian. 
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ABOVE The couple has a vast collection of books, which 
they display on open shelves along with treasured items 
such as a Jasper Morrison Glo-ball lamp, wooden bowls 
by John and Andrew Early, a black pot by Michelle Legg 
and Lisa Firer tea lights. The pebble felt floor cushions 
are by Ronél Jordaan. BELOW A view of the upstairs 
lounge and deck, and the downstairs entertainment 
room. The sculpture is ‘Horse and Rider’ by Wilma Cruise 
from Strydom Gallery.

hen Trevyn and Julian McGowan first spotted 
an old thatched bungalow set between sea and 
forest in Wilderness four years ago, the idea of 

buying it was pure fantasy. They were nearing the end of 
their annual pilgrimage to visit Trevyn’s family and were 
due to fly back to London with their two young children, 
Ruby and Zachary. 

At the time, Trevyn was running a thriving interior 
design and architectural practice called Site Specific 
(with a portfolio of celebrity clients including Rachel 
Weisz, Clive Owen and Peter Gabriel), while Julian was a 
successful theatre designer. The couple lived and worked 
in a vast industrial space – a former stainless-steel 
foundry — in Clerkenwell and enjoyed a fast-paced life-
on-the-go. (Featured in HL November 2004.)

But juggling two careers and a young family in London 
can be exhausting. ‘We would come out for holidays and 
always end up extending our trip because we couldn’t bear 
to leave,’ recalls Trevyn. Spurred on by an insistent estate 
agent and the fear that the bungalow would be snapped 
up, they made an offer. When it was accepted, they were 
somewhat shell-shocked. 

Today the house, a floating black box with glass 
walls, bears little resemblance to the original … or to 
Trevyn and Julian’s initial plans. ‘It was supposed to be 
deconstructed,’ Julian recalls. ‘For inspiration we had 
pictures of organic beach houses in Uruguay. But Trevyn 
is a minimalist at heart,’ he quips. 

The lines of the house have been kept clean to display 
their much-loved ‘stuff’, a mix of local and international 
design originals and art. During her 22 years in London 
Trevyn built up a collection of South African pieces to 
remind her of home and today their home is a showcase 
of South African creativity. You’ll find Wonki Ware 
crockery, turned wooden bowls by John and Andrew 
Early, a steel table and lamp by Gregor Jenkin, a 
collection of Hylton Nel plates, Guido van Bessouw glass, 
Ronél Jordaan feltworks and artworks by Conrad Botes, 
Claudette Schreuders, Lien Botha and John Hodgkiss.

It is thanks to Trevyn and her company Source – which 
specialises in exporting her pick of South African design 
– that many of these designers are now available in 
foreign outlets such as The Conran Shop, Liberty, Mint 
and Atelier Abigail Ahern. ‘I’m passionate about South 
African design. I love Jenny Gifford’s cushions. They are 
sensual and timeless. There’s so much personality and 
presence in a Heath Nash flowerball light. And Shirley 
Fintz, Louise Gelderblom and Ceramic Matters produce 
ceramics that are ironic, grand and gorgeous. These 
pieces create an atmosphere of instant relaxation, warmth 
and texture that you can’t get with anything else. It’s 

W
The upstairs lounge is a floating box that offers 
a tranquil corner for quiet contemplation. The 
chairs are from a second-hand shop in George. 
Trevyn and Julian are ‘obsessed’ with lighting 
– the paper lamp is by Isamu Noguchi and the 
bronze pendant by Tobias Grau.
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THIS PAGE Bleached saligna panelling has 
been used throughout the house to bring 

soft shades of driftwood into the glossy 
white interiors. The white dining table 

is a prototype by Gregor Jenkin and the 
painting is by Julian. The dining chairs are 
pine cheapies that have been transformed 

with white paint – the unpainted feet 
make them look like they’re floating. 

OPPOSITE The dramatic, double-volume 
wall of the main lounge is accentuated 
by a vertical recess packed with wood. 

Striking pieces with sculptural appeal 
add to the gallery-like proportions of the 
space: a Miralmar mirror installation from 

Mint in London reflects an Alexis Preller 
painting on the opposite wall, the Ashanti 

stool is from Amatuli Fine Art, and 
the lamp and table are from Mila. 
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TOP A black chest of drawers adds a quirky twist to 
the otherwise modern kitchen. The painting is by Leon 
Vermeulen and the plates are by Hylton Nel. BOTTOM 
The shaggy ottoman in Trevyn’s home office is by Mielie 
and the papier-maché horse head is by Michael Methven. 
The wire coat rack is by Heath Nash and the red Ingo 
Maurer lamp was a birthday gift from Julian.

exciting to present this calibre of work to stores around 
the world and see the response it generates,’ she says. 

After trying to collaborate with a number of architects, 
Trevyn and Julian decided to tackle the renovation on 
their own, commuting between London and SA while 
waiting for the sale to go through on their UK home. 
Trevyn concerned herself with the inside of the house, 
arranging spaces around the needs of the family and 
Julian built models to resolve the external facade.

As an interior designer Trevyn always saw her role 
as the ‘facilitator of creative desires’. ‘This house is 
about trying to please Julian and myself on every level,’ 
she explains. ‘We both came from different design 
backgrounds and had our own very strong ideas, which 
meant we had to discuss and negotiate every point.’ The 
result is a dynamic mix of bleached saligna cabinetry 
and panelling the colour of driftwood, vast expanses of 
glass, seamless industrial epoxy flooring and inventive 
approaches to storage and display.

Part gallery, part stage set, the house somehow avoids 
being sterile or showy and is definitely a home for living 
in and enjoying. ‘Our bedrooms are cosy,’ Trevyn says. 
‘And there’s enough nature, enough warmth – we have 
fireplaces in every room and underfloor heating.’ The 
kids (Julian’s son Jacob, 12, and their children Ruby, 
6, Zachary, 4, and Gabriel, a few weeks) have a whole 
area devoted to them but they also have the run of the 
house. ‘Our kids are used to living with nice things … 
and I’m very good at fixing stuff,’ says Julian. 

‘We wanted to live at home and have everything we 
needed. We wanted a family home but we also wanted 
to entertain, we wanted to bath outside overlooking the 
ocean and sit around the fire pit on the lower deck at 
night, a few metres from the waves. We needed an office 
for me and a studio for Julian and a home cinema,’ 
says Trevyn. All this they have created, and more. 
The living room is the ultimate home theatre, complete 
with projector, roll-down screen and an L-shaped, 
super-deep, 12-seater sofa. 

The family spends a lot of our time outdoors 
– canoeing up the river, camping in the garden and 
bodyboarding. ‘We moved to Wilderness for our family 
and our relationship,’ says Trevyn. ‘We really enjoyed the 
museums and theatres of London, we had a rich life but 
we were always on the go,’ adds Julian. ‘Here, downtime 
is immediate.’ Trevyn concurs: ‘I wanted to finally do 
my photo albums, learn to use my camera properly, read 
all the books I never had time to read. We wanted our 
new life to be about coming home and staying home. In 
London we couldn’t have this…. It’s a dream life.’ 
Source, 044-877-0719, trevyn@source-sa.com

Gregor Jenkin’s 
recycled-enamel 
standing lamp 
adds personality 
to the main living 
area. The red 
chair is by B&B 
Italia, the green 
velvet ‘prayer 
chair’ is from 
Grey’s Antiques 
in London and the 
round artwork is 
by Lucinda Mudge 
from XXXXXXXX 
<gallery?>. 
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We wanted our new life to be about coming home
and staying home… it’s a dream life

THIS PAGE The upstairs deck features 
an oversized bath that’s perfectly 
placed for whale-watching. The bath 
is from Stiles and the taps are from 
Cobra. OPPOSITE In Julian’s office, a 
black wall provides the backdrop for a 
chest of drawers from an antique shop 
in the north of England and a quirky 
aray of personal treasures. The ‘Sexy’ 
light was a birthday gift from Trevyn. 



TREVYN & JULIAN’S HOME TRUTHS
Our favourite room is the living room – for the double-
volume glass wall that looks out onto acres of sea and sky 
on one side, and opens onto the garden on the other.
The best thing we bought for the house is the 
prototype white Cape table by Gregor Jenkin.
The secret to displaying art is to be fearless.
Relaxing is about red wine, a roaring fire and a projector 
movie; a bath on the deck with a Campari and soda; or 
bodyboarding when the waves are big.
A perfect day involves spending the day on the beach 
with friends, followed by a potjie braai and champagne 
on the lower deck round the fire.
Our current obsessions include contemporary South 
African art, the snag list and coastal planting.
Some of the Garden Route’s best-kept secrets are 
Enrico’s restaurant on Keurbooms beach, Strydom Art 
Gallery in George and the Ebb and Flow National Park 
chalets on the lagoon in Wilderness.
Sunday mornings are about pancakes, negotiated 
lie-ins and the whole family back in one bed for as 
long as possible.
I can’t live without my husband’s cooking, my mother’s 
help, challenges and good design. (Trevyn)
A visit to the Wilderness area wouldn’t be complete 
without canoeing up the Touws River and having a picnic 
at the waterfall, supper at Serendipity and the Friday-
night market under the milkwoods.
I like to surround myself with my children, light, 
my friends, beauty, things that make me think and 
sensuality. (Trevyn) 
Our deck makes us feel like we’re on an ocean liner.
Seaside living suits us because waking up to 
the beauty of a different ocean every day is 
breathtakingly invigorating.
SA design is going to rule the world!
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THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK
STRUCTURE Builder: Raymer Construction 
044-874-0740 Cabinetry: Procraft 044-878-1463 
Flooring: IFS 021-535-4152 Glazing: Alusign 
021-845-4588
INTERIOR Albert Redlinghuys xxx-xxx-xxxx 
Amatuli Fine Art 011-440-5065 Astrid Dahl xxx-
xxx-xxxx Belgotex 011-788-3450 Cobra 011-951-
5000 Gregor Jenkin 011-482-7793 Guido van 
Bessouw xxx-xxx-xxxx Heath Nash 082-403-6958 
Hylton Nel xxx-xxx-xxxx Jenny Gifford 011-726-
8881 John and Andrew Early 033-234-4548 
Leon Vermeulen xxx-xxx-xxxx Lisa Firer 021-448-
5215 Lucinda Mudge <or gallery> xxx-xxx-xxxx 
Michael Methven xxx-xxx-xxxx Michelle Legg xxx-
xxx-xxxx Mielie xxx-xxx-xxxx Mila 021-422-0702 
Pezula Interiors xxx-xxx-xxxx Reinette Katzhoff 
011-447-2375 Ronél Jordaan 011-886-5287 Stiles 
044-871-3222 Strydom Gallery 044-874-4027 
Tonic 011-327-2028

THIS PAGE This peaceful guest 
bedroom is a favourite of visitors. 
The string of shell fairy lights is by 
Reinette Katzoff, the painting is by 
Albert Redlinghuys, the cushions are 
from Pezula Interiors and the throw is 
by Jenny Gifford. Julian customised 
the antique chair with driftwood from 
the beach and transfored the bleached 
mahogany stool by staple-gunning a 
white bathmat onto the top of it.
OPPOSITE TOP Trevyn and Julian take 
an afternoon stroll with Ruby, Zachary 
and Gabriel. OPPOSITE BOTTOM The 
master bedroom is fresh yet cosy, with 
soft carpets that look and feel like 
sand (from Belgotex); bleached saligna 
cupboards and tactile grass-and-silk 
wallpaper. The coffee table is from 
Tonic, the glassware is by Guido van 
Bessouw and the porcelain vase is by 
Astrid Dahl. 


